Installed Sound Solutions

Audio Networking as easy as
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Simple, flexible and cost-effective

Crown and BSS offer AVB, CobraNet® and Dante™ audio transport solutions through the use of BLU link, programmed and controlled through HiQnet Audio Architect™ software. Our unique audio transport solutions drastically cut down on costs associated with network audio infrastructure and operating costs.

BLU link allows for local distribution of audio originating in AVB, CobraNet, or Dante without the added costs and complexities of those technologies in each individual amplifier.

Flexible Solutions

*See full chart for Soundweb London compatibility with audio transports at bssaudio.com/solutions or crownaudio.com/solutions
BLU link is not only a standalone audio transport. It’s complementary! To save on costs and add convenience, run AVB, CobraNet, or Dante through a BSS Soundweb London and convert audio to BLU link. BLU link enables an easy and flexible range of audio solutions through its increasing presence in HARMAN products.